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"In a rugged field of this character selection will easily carry the 
species to the nearest peak, but there may be innumerable other 
peaks which are higher but which are separated by “valleys.” The 
problem of evolution as I see it is that of a mechanism by which the 
species may continually find its way from lower to higher peaks in such 
a field."

Wright, S. (1932). 
The roles of mutation, inbreeding, crossbreeding, and selection in evolution. 

Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress of Genetics, 356-366
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If P != PLS then 
there exist NK fitness landscapes with K = 2 such that no local fitness peak 

can be found in polynomial time

If evolution only follows adaptive walks
there exist NK fitness landscapes with K = 2 (and initial wild types) such that 

every adaptive path to any local fitness peak is of exponential length
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If we consider fittest mutant (very very large populations) wins then
there exist semi-smooth fitness landscapes such that it takes an exponential number 

of steps to get to the unique fitness peak.

Relevant CStheory results:

Klee, V., & Minty, G.J. (1972). 
How good is the simplex algorithm?. 

In Shisha, Oved. Inequalities III. 159–175.

Jeroslow, R.G. (1973). 
The simplex algorithm with the pivot rule of maximizing criterion improvement. 

Discrete Mathematics 4(4): 367-377.

If we consider strong-selection weak-mutation dynamics (random adaptive step) then
there exist semi-smooth fitness landscapes such that with high probability, the 

expected number of steps to get to the unique fitness peak is exp(O(n^(1/3))).

Relevant CStheory results:

Matousek, J., & Szabo, T. (2006). 
RANDOM EDGE can be exponential on abstract cubes. 

Advances in Mathematics, 204, 262-277.
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If we want to be within a few adaptive steps of a local fitness peak then
nope

Relevant CStheory results:
S.T. Fischer. (1995) 

A note on the complexity of local search problems. 
Information Processing Letters, 53:69-75.

If we want to be close in fitness to a local fitness peak then
nope, f(x)/f(x*) < 2^(-kn)  

Relevant CStheory results:
H. Klauck. (1996). 

On the hardness of global and local approximation. 
Algorithm Theory – SWAT: 88-99.

If we want want every neighbour y of our focal x to be within a small fitnss then
yup!

Relevant CStheory results:
J.B. Orlin, A.P. Punnen, and A.S. Schulz. (2004) 

Approximate local search in combinatorial optimization. 
SIAM J. Comput., 33:1201-1214.

Specifically, if f(x) >= (1 – s)f(y) then
we can find an approximate local fitness peak in poly(n, 1/s) steps, and
we cannot find an approximate local fitness peak in poly(n, ln(1/s)) steps
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Long-Term Dynamics of Adaptation in Asexual Populations. 
Science, 342(6164), 1364-1367.

YES: s = poly(n,1/T)

NO: s = exp(-T)poly(n) 

LTEE: s ~ a/T



  

“The host is picking the fitness landscape on which the pathogen evolves“
- Carl T. Bergestrom
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